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About This Game

You are the operator of a remote-controlled vehicle and your objective is to deliver the dangerous goods to the designated point.
The task, however, isn’t so easy. Zoom your way past landmines, falling platforms and land ridiculous jumps in five unforgiving

and challenging destinations.

Difficult yet addicting, this game will put your skills to the test!

Features include:

Collectables

Best time

Three difficulties

Unlockable explosive colors

Steam achievements

Note: Currently there is no 4K support for this game
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Publisher:
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Very poorly optimized game. Despite being such a simple game it still lags a lot and runs at like 20fps even on the lowset
settings. Also on the first level I was unable to figure out a way to open the damn sliding doors and go through. ANd also every
time I go back to menu the game would go back to windowed mode despite setting fullscreen in the settings.
Until you optimize the game properly I wouldn't recomend this game to anyone with an older laptop. Refund requested..... first
level took me 45 minutes...

not looking good for the rest of the game lol

would recommend. dont believe the people who gave this a positive review,they are probably friends of the dev and 90% of
them received this for free,and most of them didn't even play this or try to beat this for 30 minutes
graphics:good
concept:good
game mechanics:meh
camera:idiotic
level design:f ucking bull\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 driving:even more
bull\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 physics:\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665nightmare

seriously it's \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing impossible to beat this and it's good,good kind of challenge but the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t design makes it impossible and the bad driving mechanics and stupid game
physics make it even worse,I didn't even beat so called tutorial level after 1 hour of game time,just stupid,idiotic,unpolished you
won't see even 30% of content what this game offers you because you'll be stuck in tutorial level,don't buy it
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